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Abstract

factors are effective to align utterances with slide components
(Section 6). The experiment on CJLC also shows that the automatic alignment information acquired by the proposed method
is effective to improve the performance of the automatic extraction of important utterances (Section 5 and Section 6).

Multimodal alignment between classroom lecture utterances
and lecture slide components is one of the crucial problems to
realize a multimodal e-Learning application. This paper proposes the new method for the automatic alignment, and formulates the alignment as the integer linear programming (ILP)
problem to maximize the score function which consists of three
factors: the similarity score between utterances and slide components, the consistency of the explanation order, and the explanation coverage of slide components. The experimental result
on the Corpus of Japanese classroom Lecture Contents (CJLC)
shows that the automatic alignment information acquired by the
proposed method is effective to improve the performance of the
automatic extraction of important utterances.
Index Terms: Classroom lecture speech, Multimedia indexing

2. Related Works
There are many related works of multimodal alignment problem. This section classifies them according to two view points:
distance between target contents, and criteria to extract alignment relationships.
From the view point of distance between target contents,
there are two categories. The first category is that target contents are close or parallel (e.g. a speech signal and its transcription). The typical approach of the first category is to synchronize two contents with the dynamic programming (DP) algorithm based on acoustic similarity information [10]. The second
category is that target contents are not parallel but are comparable at least (e.g. a meeting speech transcription and its meeting
material). The typical approach of the second category is to
employ the greedy algorithm to align utterances with document
parts based on their similarity. This approach was examined
for several types of target contents: a pair of the lecture speech
transcription and its lecture slide [7], and a pair of the discussion speech transcription and its target newspaper article [8].
The other approach, a machine translation based method, was
employed to align a lecture speech signal and its lecture slide,
in order to improve automatic speech recognition performance
[11]. This paper focuses into the alignment problem between
lecture utterances and lecture slide components, thus, obviously
belongs to the second category.
Alignment between two modal contents is defined as the
problem to discover alignment relationships between them, according to several kind of criteria [12, 7]. The first type of criteria is thematic. The thematic alignment is considered as the
problem to discover thematic relationships between target contents, like a relationship between a explanation utterance and
its corresponding document part. The second type of criteria is
quotation. The quotation alignment of the target contents is deterministic detection of lexicographic matching parts. The third
is the reference alignment to discover referring expressions in
speech transcripts and their corresponding document elements
[13]. This paper focuses into the thematic alignment, to discover a slide components which is explained by a specified utterance.

1. Introduction
There is increasing number of multimodal classroom lecture
archives, such as the eClass project[1], the iClass project[2],
the DSTC project[3], the Cornell project[4] and the Corpus of
Japanese classroom Lecture Contents (CJLC) [5]. These previous researches proposed several kind of multimodal applications including a browser to listen important utterances [6].
Alignment between two modal contents (e.g. a meeting speech
transcription and its meeting material) is one of the crucial problems to realize such multimodal applications [7].
This paper focuses the alignment problem to discover a lecture slide component which is explained by the specified utterance, and formulates it as the integer linear programming (ILP)
problem. The conventional approach of the alignment problem
is to employ the greedy algorithm which locally maximizes the
similarity score function between utterances and slide components [7, 8] (Section 2). Our proposed method is different in two
ways from the conventional approach: the formulation and the
score function (Section 4). As already mentioned in the above,
this paper formulates the alignment problem as the ILP problem, which globally maximizes the score function, instead of
the greedy algorithm. Although the conventional score function
considers only the similarity between utterances and slide components, the proposed function considers two additional factors
to simulate good behaviors of skillful lecturers. It is entirly
usual to suppose that a skillful lecturer explains his/her welldesigned presentation slide in the natural order (e.g. from the
top to the bottom, or from the left to the right) and that he/she
explains most components and leaves few components unexplaind. The first additional factor is designed for his/her natural
explanation order, and the second additional factor is designed
for his/her explanation coverage.
The experiment on our in-house alignment database [9],
which has been constructed on the Corpus of Japanese classroom Lecture Contents (CJLC) [5], shows that those additional
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3. Alignment Database
This section presents a brief summary of our in-house alignment
database between classroom lecture utterances and slide components [9]. Construction procedure of the alignment database
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3.3. Alignment Labels
Four labels are introduced to represent alignment relationships
between utterances and slide components. First of all, Label I
and Label O are introduced to distinguish whether utterances
correspond to any slide components or not. Label B and Label E are introduced to resolve mismatch between automatic
power-based boundary and sentence boundary described in Section 3.2. The following is more detailed descriptions of these
labels.
Figure 1: An example of a presentation slide. A presentation
slide consists of one or more slide components.

• Label I means that its labeled fragment is either an utterance or a part of an utterance to explain a slide component. An explanation may be carried by either a same
content word, a synonym, a hypernym, a hyponym, a
paraphrase, an expression to instantiate a general case
shown by the slide component into a specific case, or an
expression to abstract a specific case shown by the slide
component into a general case.

roughly consists of two phases. The first phase is to segment
target contents into alignment units, and the second phase is to
align these units.
3.1. Structure of Presentation Slide

• Label B means that its labeled fragment belongs to the
succeeding fragment from the view point of sentence
boundary, only when the succeeding fragment has either
Label I or Label B. In other words, the fragment which
has Label B is a former part of a sentence, which must
contain one or more fragments which have Label I.

This section explains the method to decompose a presentation
slide into slide components, which are used as alignment units
of the lecture slides.
As shown in the right half of Figure 1, a presentation slide
consists of one or more primitive objects, such as texts, pictures,
lines and basic diagrams. These primitive objects are called as
slide components in this paper. Slide components are carefully
located in a presentation slide by its author, taking his/her presentation speech procedure into consideration. In other words,
a dependency structure between slide components, represented
by either their relative positional relationship or basic diagrams
like an arrow sign, has strong relation to its author’s speech plan.
Because the dependency structure between slide components is not explicitly represented in the slide data itself, it is
necessary to extract it. We employ the method proposed by
[14], which uses relative positional relationship between slide
components to extract dependency structure. Figure 1 shows
an example of presentation slide designed in the conventional
bulleted style and the dependency structure extracted from it.
The root node represents the slide s itself. The root node has
children including the headline e1 of the slide, the first-layer
bulleted text snippets e2 , e5 , and e6 . And more, the node e2 has
the second-layer bulleted text snippets e3 and e4 as its children.

• Label E is the opposite label of Label B, and means that
its labeled fragment belongs to the preceding fragment
from the view point of sentence boundary only when
the preceding fragment has either Label I or Label E.
In other words, the fragment which has Label E is a latter part of a sentence, which must contain one or more
fragments which have Label I.
• Label O means that its labeled fragment are not related
to any slide components.

4. Alignment between Utterances and Slide
Components
This section formulates the alignment between utterances and
slide components as the ILP problem to discover the best mapping matrix M̂ among all possible mappings from the the set of
utterances U to the set of slide components E.
M̂ = argmax f (M )

(1)

M

3.2. Segmentation of Utterances

A possible mapping matrix M forms |U | × |E|. Its each element mij is equal to 1 if an utterance ui ∈ U explains a slide
component ej ∈ E, and is equal to 0 otherwise. We restrict
the set of possible mapping matrices into the subset of mapping
matrices which satisfies the following constraint:
∑
∀j
mij ≤ 1
(2)

This section explains the method to segment recorded classroom speech into utterances, which are used as alignment units
of the lecture speeches.
There are two widely used methods to segment recorded
speech signal into utterances. The first is the method which
segments speech signal based on its amplitude [15, 16]. The
second is the method to detect semantic boundaries on automatic speech recognition results using on various syntactic cues
[17, 18]. From the view point of semantic consistency of obtained boundaries, the second method is superior to the first
one, because segmentation results obtained by the first one do
not match to sentence boundaries for spontaneous speech [19].
However, our target corpus, CJLC, uses the first method and its
data of important sentence extraction is necessary for the latter evaluation of our proposed method, we also employ the first
method in this paper, and resolve their semantic inconsistency
with alignment labels.

i

This constraint means that an utterance cannot explain multiple slide components. Although a real lecture speech may not
satisfy this constraint, we accept it as an approximation to ease
computation complexiety to discover the best mapping matrix.
The objective function f (M ), which represents the appropriateness of the mapping matrix M , is formulated as a linear
combination of three factors as follows:
f (M ) = λ1 fs (M ) + λ2 fo (M ) + λ3 fc (M ),
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(3)

where fs (M ) is the similarity score between utterances and
slide components, fo (M ) is the consistency of the explanation
order, and fc (M ) is the explanation coverage of slide components. The parameters λk (k = 1, 2, 3) are hyper parameters
decided empirically through the preliminary experiments.

4.3. Coverage
The third factor fc (M ), the explanation coverage of slide components, depends two assumptions. The first assumption is that
a well-designed presentation slide may contain few slide components which are not explained. The second assumption is
that, if a slide component is not explained, it is less important
than other slide components. These two assumptions leads us
to the following definition:

4.1. Similarity
The first factor fs (M ) is the similarity score between utterances
and slide components, which was employed in several previous
researches [12, 7]. It represents a naive intuition that, when an
utterance explains a slide component, their contents should be
semantically similar. Thus, the first factor fs (M ) is defined as
the sum of individual similarity scores as follows:
fs (M ) =

1 ∑∑
sim(ui , ej ) · mij
|U | i j

fc (M ) =

1 ∑
rel(ej , E) · yj
|E| j

(10)

The function rel(ej , E) is the relevance score of the slide component ej to whole topic of the set of all slide components E.
The standard cosine function for bag-of-words representations
of ej and E is employed as the relevance score of the slide
component. The binary variable yj represents whether the slide
component ej is explained by one or more utterances, and satisfies the following constraints derived from the mapping matrix
M:
∑
yj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i yj ≥ mij , yj ≤
mij

(4)

Although it is possible to employ any function as the similarity
function sim(ui , ej ), the standard cosine similarity function for
the bag-of-words representations of ui and ej is employed in
this paper.

i

4.2. Consistency of Explanation Order

5. Summarization using Alignment
Information

The second factor fo (M ), the consistency of the explanation
order, aims to simulate a good behavior of a skillful lecturer.
A skillful lecturer prepares well-designed presentation slides,
and explains them in the natural order (e.g. from the top to the
bottom, or from the left to the right). In other words, it is natural
to expect that his/her explanation utterances should be ordered
in the consistent way.
In order to measure the consistency of his/her explanation
utterances, we introduce the explanation distance between two
utterances. Suppose a slide component ej which is explained
by an utterance ui , its explanation position p(ui ) is defined as:
p(ui ) = j

This section describes the summarization method using alignment relaionships obtained by the proposed method described
in Section 4.
It is usual to formulate text summarization as the ILP problem to discover a best subset from the set of all utterances U as
follows:
X̂

(5)

=

argmax g(X)
X
∑
s.t.
l(ui ) · xi ≤ L

(11)

i

Eq. (2) allows us to translate Eq. (5) as follows:
∑
p(ui ) =
j · mij

An selection array X consists of |U | binary variables. Its each
element xi is equal to 1 if an utterance ui is selected as an important utterance, and is equal to 0 otherwise. Where l(u) is the
length of the utterance u, the above constraint means that the
sum of lengths of the selected utterances must be shorter than
the limit L.
There are two major conventional ways to define the objective function. The first is known as Maximum Merginal Relevance (MMR) [20] which was reformulated as the ILP problem
[21]. The objectvie function of MMR is defined as follows:
∑
∑
gm (X) =
rel(ui , U )·xi −
red(ui , uj )·xi ·xj (12)

(6)

j

The explanation distance d(u, u′ ) between two utterances is
defined as the following equation using their explanation positions:
d(u, u′ ) = |p(u) − p(u′ )|
(7)
Because the explanation distance is reversible in explanation
direction, it does not reflect the asymmetric nature of the explanation utterances: it must be rare to explain the preceding
slide component after explaining the succeeding slide component. This asymmetric nature makes us to decay the explanation
distance half if two utterances explain slide components in the
progressing order, as follows;
{ d(u,u′ )
if p(u) ≤ p(u′ )
2
(8)
d′ (u, u′ ) =
′
d(u, u ) otherwise

i

The first factor means to maximize the sum of individual semantic relevances rel(ui , U ) of selected utterances, and the second factor means to minimize the sum of individual information
overlaps red(ui , uj ) among selected utterances. Unfortunately,
this formulation does not scale well, because the coefficient matrix of this formulation is not unimodular [22].
The second is the formulation using conceptual units [23,
24]. Suppose a finite set C of conceptual units which represents
whole information described by the set U of all utterances. In
this representation, an utterance may describe one or more conceptual units, and an information overlap between selected utterances is considered as a redundant conceptual unit(s) which

We think that the good behavior of the skillful lecturer is regarded as minimization of the sum of individual explanation
distances, thus the second factor is defined as follows:
fo (M ) =

−1 ∑ d′ (ui , ui+1 )
|U | − 1 i
|E|

i,j:i<j

(9)
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Table 1: Statistics of Alignment Database
# of slide pages
# of slide components
# of utterances
# of utterances related to slide components
# of Label I
# of Label B
# of Label E
# of utterances related to no slide components
# of important utterances

Table 2: Alignment results. The best accuracy is achieved when
all factors are considered.

146
1,567
5,832
3,237
2,968
117
152
2,595
1,172

All factors
w/o Fs (X)
w/o Fo (X)
w/o Fc (X)
Use Fs (X) only

λ1
0.1
0
0.5
0.5
1

λ2
0.6
0.5
0
0.5
0

λ3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0
0

Acc.
0.547
0.449
0.498
0.532
0.482

Table 3: Summarization results. The best performance is
achieved when all factors including alignment information are
considered.
is described by plural utterances. The objective function of the
second way is defined as follows:
∑
gc (X) =
score(ck ) · zk ,
(13)

All factors
w/o relevance
w/o slide coverage
w/o conceptual units
Use relevance only
Use slide coverage only
Use conceptual units only
Human

k

where the function score(ck ) is the relevance score of the conceptual unit ck . The binary variable zk represents whether the
conceptual unit ck is described in the summary or not, and satisfies the following constraints:
∑
zk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i zk ≥ aik · xi , zk ≤
aik · xi
where aik is the element of the concept explanation matrix A
which forms |U | × |C|. The element aik is equal to 1 if an
utterance ui describes a conceptual unit ck , and is equal to 0
otherwise.
In this paper, the objective function is defined as a combination of both conventional ways and the coverage of slide
components explained in the result summary as follows:
∑
∑
g(X) = µ1
rel(ui , U ) · xi + µ2
rel(ej , E) · yj
+µ3

∑

j

score(ck ) · zk

µ2
0.05
0.5
0
0.5
0
1
0
—

µ3
0.05
0.5
0.5
0
0
0
1
—

ROUGE-3
0.587
0.514
0.585
0.562
0.578
0.351
0.515
0.693

shown in Table 1. The chance ratio of the alignment experiment
is 0.454, which is achieved when no alignment relationship is
extracted from the database, because the number of utterances
which explains no slide component is near to the half of the
whole utterances. As shown in Table 2, our proposed methods
outperform the chance ratio with an exception when the similarity score Fs (X) between utterances and slide components
is excluded. The best accuracy is achieved when all factors are
considered, thus, the proposed factors including the consistency
score Fo (X) of the explanation order and the explanation coverage Fc (X) are efficient to align utterances with slide components.
Table 3 shows the results of summarization experiments.
The best performance is achieved when all factors including
slide coverage and conceptual units are considered. Thus, this
result indicates that alignment information improves the performance of automatic summarization.

i

i

µ1
0.90
0
0.5
0.5
1
0
0
—

(14)

k

The binary variable yj represents whether the slide component
ej is explained in the summary or not, and satisfies the following constraints which refer the mapping matrix M :
∑
yj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i yj ≥ mij · xi , yj ≤
mij · xi

7. Conclusion

i

This paper proposes a new multimodal alignment method for
classroom lecture utterances with lecture slide components. We
formulate the alignment problem as an ILP problem to maximize the score function of the possible alignment matrix. The
score function includes two additional factors, the consistency
score of the explanation order and the explanation coverage
of slide components, in addition to the conventional similarity score between utterances and slide components. The experiment on our in-house alignment database shows that those additional factors are effective to align utterances with slide components. The experiment on CJLC also shows that the alignment
information obtained by the proposed method is effective to improve the performance of the automatic extraction of important
utterances.

The parameters µk (k = 1, 2, 3) are hyper parameters decided
empirically through the preliminary experiments. There are various possible granularity of conceptual unit, such as basic dependency subtrees obtained by trimming dependency trees [25],
and weighted content words whose weights reflect their importance [24]. In this paper, the combination of the content word
and the slide page is used as the conceptual unit. In other words,
if the same content word is used in different two slide pages,
they are counted as two conceptual units. Thus, conceptual
units in this paper carry a part of slide alignment information.

6. Experiment
This section describes the evaluation experiment of our proposed alignment method and its efficiency for summarization.
Table 2 shows the evaluation experiment of our proposed
alignment method, conducted against our in-house alignment
database described in Section 3. The database statistics is
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